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New Creations from Old Modalities

"Impermanence (n) – the way change falls in love with you “ Andrea Balt

As you travel farther into 2018, remind yourself again and again that this an 11 Year of Mastery in preparation for 02/02/2020 when the Saturn/Pluto conjunction in Capricorn culminates a 21-year evolutionary awakening which began in 1999, seeded in 1980 by the astronomy of the Galactic Alignment. This means that greater mastery of matter, mystery, time and new modalities of self-expression is coming online and is increasingly accessible through ever expanding bandwidths of deep space source energy - but only if you are at cause, not at effect.
Seen in this context, the astrology of March, April and May 2018 will stairstep you into more fluid time dynamics when new codes, new memes and a radically new time flow manifest and the tumultuous, revolutionary, evolutionary and revelatory initiations you’ve been through will begin to coalesce. Last month, the February 15th South Node Aquarius eclipse permanently deleted multiple options and outworn patterns- watch them fade into the archives of your personal history like wisps of grey smoke. With no planets retrograde since December, the brakes have been off, taking us through a 7-week eclipse tunnel at warp speed.

Back to Now …….. allow yourself a deep outbreath. In March, both Jupiter (9th) and Mercury (23rd) turn backwards, slowing the pace, allowing you space to explore your newly renovated inner architecture. Take all the time you need to acclimatise to this fertile Void and its non-linear time dynamics; learn to recognise then flow with your own rhythm. Let your body's signals guide you. As the flow of time fluctuates, you need more time + space to sit + be, to observe, to process at a different speed than you did before. This new way of processing is currently erratic, inconsistent, unreliable as you wobble between the old and the new. It is the shift to becoming a self-supporting source capable of designing your blueprint in form for the 2020 transition. One moment you are on steroids, in full creator mode- the next taken physically and psychically "offline" to regenerate new energy. This means taking much greater notice of what and who depletes you. Processing is no longer limited to your head. It takes your whole body to do this, which means you must slow right down in order to synthesise thoughts and emotions differently by linking your head to your High Heart.

**New Moon = New Platform + New Signature**

Emerging at the far end of the eclipse tunnel at the March 17 Pisces New Moon and the Equinox, you take a deep dive into the world of the soul and the unified field. The glue-like magnetics which held the structures for your old identity are dissolving, revealing new options.
The Chandra Symbol Pisces 26: The Aurora Borealis

“A transfixing vision of ultimate perfection and wholeness. The consistent presence close at hand of the ideal state calling, claiming, drawing us toward it. What we see there and feel there is utopia, the green pasture of infinity. What we seek through this focus is a belongingness to the cosmos, to the Divine World Order. And what we find when we go there is that something has to be surrendered in order to get through.

Whatever rigid beliefs we have held as the “way it has to be” becomes what must be given up to make the passage to that dream vision real. We are highly motivated here to get through our own pretences and memories and to get on with the infinite dance of existence beyond the known. In fact, we are so deeply inspired by whatever dwells beyond all familiar projection that we outlast every cycle of inflation or side track with ease. All of it is just grist for our mill.

We are coming into our soul inheritance. Once we are at one with it, we will experience that at every juncture we were guided and orchestrated beautifully to take on and take through us each temporal vision of the Great Mystery. And as we fuse with source, we will know with compassion at long last why we and all the others had to fall for every delusion and get hooked on each limited version of awakening to reach the centre point of all of existence.”

The Underground World of the Knowers.
This far seeing Pisces New Moon is conjunct Chiron the centaur Shaman, roaming between Saturn and Uranus, between matter and mystery, revealing the otherness of our lives, the world beneath the world. Illuminating the late degrees of the last sign, this is Alpha and Omega- the bridge to the invisible, infinite Source. In the first of two defining outer planetary sign shifts in 2018, for the first time since 1968, Chiron is about to cross back and forth over the hot spot world axis Aries Point, bring a reckoning then a re-patternning on the level of personal accountability to Self. And so begins a 9 year process of soul retrieval, powerful new planetary medicine, personal homeopathy, embodiment and psychosynthesis. This is the start of some of the most radically creative times of your life. Much more about this to come in my April 2018 5D Report.

As Sun, Moon and Chiron align with Light Bearer Jupiter -retrograde until July 10 in Pluto’s sign of Scorpio- migrate and uplevel your consciousness on to a higher trajectory. Dream big, go large. Mars is conjunct Quaoar the Creation Force on the Galactic Centre square Chiron. Quaoar rules manifestation- it is where you bring into being what began as a thought. You can channel its deep space transpersonal properties to transform your experience of reality. Once you learn to harness this energy and work with it, you can literally create your own personal reality to line up with your highest intentions. You can do this by tapping into your sensory acuity, the source of intuition, and letting it guide you. This is the path of creation, discovering the unified field and interconnectedness then using that knowledge to bring about a new template.

Ask yourself: “If there were no givens and everything was up for grabs, what would I create?”
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We are the ones we have been waiting for. For years, as forerunners and outliers, we have gone through relentless transformation after transformation, we have worked on ourselves clearing, opening, integrating and creating - now we have unconventional heart-based answers others need. No more waiting to be asked, no more apprenticeships, no more waiting for approval. Those who recognise your truth and are ready will find you - they will sense the new template.

Let go of old ideas about who you are as you experience the withdrawal of many of your previous creations - roles, methods, labels, careers, alliances and titles. This is a highly practical form of spirituality, and it involves every aspect of your life. This is not the soul-searching of dark and light; it’s more of a bold adventure, on the heels of many bold experiments. As you go through this process, you’ll be verifying or invalidating many things you’ve experienced, inwardly and outwardly. You will challenge many of your old assumptions, particularly the ones you don’t know you’ve been carrying around.

So many of the old healing/helping modalities, processes and procedures that you have relied on, which always got results in the past, are no longer working. That time-line, that energy is now deleted. The feeling of loss and lostness is caused by the fact that the old outdated patterns within you cannot find a resonance field now the old timelines are gone. What you are learning now is to drop all methods. Methods, rituals and routines were necessary to raise your frequency to a certain point. The worst thing you can do is hide your head in the sand because you can’t yet see new ways to operate. It means taking a leap of faith, dropping the need to be the “expert” in control and staying in beginner’s mind as you have so many times before to become the forerunner you are. Don’t just think out of the box, break the box! You don’t have to unlearn what you know, but take it to the next level in a smooth intentional transition.

This is a new paradigm of Service through Self, not driven by external validation or ego stroking or by what you think the market wants but by you because you simply have to express what’s within you. You just do the next right thing and repeat. Waking up by waking down into practical expression is key.

As a self-supporting source you set your own currency, your own value through qualities of realness and authentic presence. This is totally different from “finding your purpose” as if it were an entity outside yourself …. it is self-expression at a higher level everywhere in your life.

Now that the eclipses have knocked out so much of your old infrastructure, it’s time to build using the technology of the future, not of the past. You must rebuild your life in the image of what you want to be doing, not what you did in the past. This means:

Upgrading the quality of your thinking. Instead of powerless Outside-In Thinking based on: what other people told you to do / your thoughts + feelings in the moment /the effect you want on other people /whether you think you have time or energy- trust the absolute pure miracle of Knowing or Not Knowing. Both are 100% reliable. Both are personally unique to you and universal in quality. Both are pointing in the same direction – inside. Within you is the space for the answer. It might not be there right now but it will be. The not knowing is simply knowing that the answer is there. You’ve
had this experience over and over - it could be a feeling in your gut, goose pimples, an Aha! Moment or a warm recognition.

Shifting **away from attempting to wake people up** to **collaborating** with those who already have and walking alongside those who show up.

Moving **away from interventions, tools and techniques designed to change others from the outside towards installing higher level generative change.**

**Being a bridge not a change agent.** Being a clear channel to Source, to Mind, **radically open to whatever arises in the space between you.** Being a catalyser, a truth teller, a mysterial - drawing from the unified field. Being wired for magic, for something just beyond this.

**Becoming proficient in neutrality** by taking a meta witness perspective through the High Heart.

Navigating by knowing that your newly expanded **High Heart capacity is also your GPS,** that insights are available to you at all times when you drop the need for them to have bells, whistles and drama.

**Designing your personal Blueprint** for the evolutionary Release Point of the 2020 Saturn/ Pluto/ Jupiter conjunction by sourcing income from being yourself. Step 1: take responsibility for where you are. Step 2: clarify your values. Step 3: write down what you want and how you want to feel. Step 4: clean up any past memories not consistent with what you want. Step 5: create your future by creating new memories for your future time-line. Step 6: align your thoughts with your intentions. Step 7: play everything at a 100%.

---

**New! Don’t miss out – upgrade your 5D Astrology Report Subscription now.** As from 1 March 2018 my 5D Astrology Reports will only be available to paid subscribers and not published anywhere else online. Thank you for following me and I invite you to **buy a subscription through my website.**
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